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1. In a 1979 Irish Times article
entitled ‘The man who stood up Liz
Taylor for dinner,’ journalist Tony
Kelly recalled meeting the actress. “I
went tomeet her off the boat at Dun
Laoghaire. I interviewed her as she
walked down the gangway. There
had been a force ten gale all night. I
asked here how the tripwas. She said
it was magnificent. Later, I read an
interview with her in one of the
Sunday papers. She said the reporter
who met her at the boat must have
been returning from a late-night
party, and that her trip was awful…
I decided to get my own back.”Kelly
gatecrashed a party at the Jameson
distillery where Irish coffees were
being served. After a few, he
confronted Taylor about her
comments, and told her that she had
slighted his professional standing.To
reconcile,Taylor said she’d give Kelly
a private interview over dinner the
following night. Kelly arrived at the
appointed time at the Gresham
Hotel but therewas no sign of Taylor.
He waited half an hour and just
when he was getting ready to leave
the doorman toldhim that LizTaylor
was in the Shelbourne, very agitated
because she had been stood up. “It
must have had something to dowith
the Jameson,” recalled Kelly.

2. It turnedout to be a five-acre patch
in Ashford. Burton, however,
remained optimistic about the land.
After a trip there in February he said
“I saw it in the sunshine the other
day and this piece of ground and the
broken down house on it is
absolutely wonderful.We think land
must be used and Iwant to develop it
into a small sheep farm.” The plan
was never realised.

3. On February 11th, seven men
staged a robbery on Sheriff Street,
getting away with £7,600. Police
believed that although there was
considerable traffic in the area at the
time, the robbery was generally
ignoredbypassingmotorists because
it was thought to be another outdoor
scene from the film.

4.The scale of the project echoed the
re-building of the Forum inRome in
1964 for themaking of Cleopatra.To
set the scene for Cleopatra’s
ceremonial entry into Rome, a
replica of the Forum, twice as large
as the original, was built half a mile
away from the actual Forum. Both
Burton and Taylor starred, and
began their romance onset.
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On January 4th 1965, it was announced that a new film would be made in Dublin.The Spy Who

Came In From The Cold, based on a bestselling novel by John Le Carré, was to be produced as

an espionage thriller. At a reception in the Gresham Hotel, director Martin Ritt said initial

shooting around Dublin and in Ardmore Studios should take about nine weeks. Richard

Burton would play the leading part of Alec Leamus, a British intelligence agent based in Berlin.

Dublin Corporation granted permission to Salem Films to build a replica of the BerlinWall at

Smithfield Market. The film company had to give assurances to the Corporation that when the

film was completed they would clear the wall away.

Burton and his wife Elizabeth Taylor arrived in Dun Laoghaire on January 17th by boat, after a

stormy passage from Holyhead.1 They traveled to the Gresham Hotel, Taylor wearing a mink

coat and long brown woolen stockings (pictured top left). There to meet them was their

entourage: secretary Richard Hanley, chauffeur Gaston Sanz in a gleaming Rolls Royce, four

Taylor children and a private tutor. Toddy O’Sullivan, the manager of the Gresham, escorted the

group to their terraced suites on the fifth and sixth floors. They complimented O’Sullivan on

the hotel décor and were then “hypnotised” by the turf burning in the grate. Burton said: “I have

heard about turf, but this is the first time I’ve seen it actually being used.” Later Taylor told

journalists in the foyer that she had recently bought some Irish property, “We are not sure

whether it is ten acres or fifty acres, with a house on it, about ten miles fromWicklow town.” 2

The following Saturday afternoon, Taylor, resplendent in an all-white ensemble of fur jacket, ski

pants and calf-length boots, walked out of the hotel. Three policemen and a hotel doorman

struggled to keep the crowd of three hundred back.Many women and young girls in the throng

had waited frommid-morning until one o’clock to catch a glimpse.Veronica McGrath of the

North Circular Road, clasping an empty shopping basket, said: “When I heard a rumour that

Elizabeth was coming out of the hotel at 11.30, I took up my position and did not do a single bit

of shopping. There will be no dinner for my husband.’ As Taylor drove away from the scene, her

Rolls Royce drove over a bicycle, badly damaging its’ front wheel.With tears streaming down his

face, twelve-year old Noel Dempsey of Crumlin told journalists: “I got the bike secondhand only

a few months ago. As I passed the Gresham I saw this huge crowd. I did not even know what

they were there for, so I parked the bike at the path outside and joined the crowd. Now it’s

wrecked.”A brand new bicycle was purchased for Noel later that day (pictured bottom left).

Burton worked long hours on the film in Ardmore Studios. In early February several nighttime

scenes were also shot on Cork Street, Annesley Bridge, and Saint Anne’s Park, each attracting

large crowds of people out into subzero temperatures to watch him in action.3 In Smithfield,

fifty men spent a month building the BerlinWall. Four hundred feet of seventeen-foot high

walls were constructed of laths, plaster and wood, topped with barbed wire. A copy of

Checkpoint Charlie, the official cross-point between East Berlin and the American zone of West

Berlin, was the centerpiece of the replica. Sixteen curved aluminum lampposts were erected to

light the road that ran between East andWest. Replicas of West Berlin shops and twenty-five

foot high guard towers featured.4 In press photographs and in the film itself, one can see

rooftops and facades of Dublin, poking up around and above the set. The Cobblestone bar in

Smithfield is prominent, appearing in the film in East Berlin.
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Scenes were shot for five nights at Smithfield, and were cut for the

opening six minutes of the film. It rained softly, anxious personnel

were scattered around the checkpoint with Russian soldiers and East

German guards,West German police and American soldiers

drinking coffee. The ominous glare of powerful lights shined on the

high wall, straddled with rows of barbed wire. Alec Leamus, a

disenchanted British intelligence agent, stood in the rain looking for

his agent to return from East to West.

Meanwhile, Taylor was robbed of $50,000 worth of jewelry. She

discovered the theft on March 1st when she opened her jewelry

boxes in her hotel suite. “They only picked out the best pieces,”

she said. The items stolen were a charm bracelet, a coronet-type

bracelet, another charm bracelet containing Napoleonic coins,

diamond and platinum ear clips, wrist watches, and a pendant and

pin combination with diamonds and pearls. Police discussed the

possibility that the coup was the work of an international gang, who

trail film stars and wait for an opportunity for robbery, and asked

Interpol for assistance. A spokesman for the Gresham Hotel said he

knew nothing about the reported theft.5

Filming was completed by the end of March. Burton, Taylor and a

crew of sixty left for Munich for further sequences in the film.

Bart Cummins (pictured bottom left), a scrap merchant and partner

in Cummins Brothers’ brass foundry, made a quick deal when he

heard that Salem Films were selling the wall, and he purchased the

entire structure. Cummins dismantled the Wall, and transported it

out of Smithfield. The central tower of Checkpoint Charlie was re-

erected at the gate of his new galvanizing works at Inchicore. He sold

the lampposts and the guardhouse in the first week of April. Other

pieces available included two huts, a watchtower, six hundred square

yards of crazy paving, a shopfront with sunblinds and glass, and

more sections of wall. Cummins later appeared on television on

RTE’s Late Late Show, offering the remnants of the wall to any

deserving charity.6

In late April at Schiphol airport, journalists broke into laughter

when a reporter asked Burton if he would attend the Dutch

premiere of his new film. Burton replied that he might see the 999th

performance. A pressman said 1964’s winner of the Dutch car rally,

Timor Machine of Finland, wanted Liz Taylor to kiss him before he

drives off for this year’s event. “Over my dead body,” Burton said.

5. Tangentially, prison officials in
Michigan kept watch on letters sent
by inmates, because many were
going to lonely hearts clubs and
women picked at random from
telephone directories.Oneparticular
letter was addressed to Elizabeth
Taylor, Ireland.

6. The lampposts were relocated to a
private residence in County Dublin.
A shopfrontwas later purchased and
incorporated into a tearoompavilion
built somewhere in South Kerry.
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On the morning of January 4th 1965, a makeshift school built by Traveller families for their

children re-opened at a site at Cherry Orchard, Ballyfermot. Entitled Saint Christopher’s, after

the patron saint of Travellers, the school went up without planning permission, and

independently of the Irish government’s Department of Education. Twelve months earlier, the

first incarnation of the school had been demolished by Dublin Corporation on account of a

breach of planning regulations. Saint Christopher’s presence marked another chapter in an

emerging civil rights movement for an indigenous minority in Ireland. At the centre of this

activity was Grattan Puxon, a twenty-five year old journalist, who trained for three years as a

journalist on the Essex Standard and Colchester Gazette before he came to live in Dublin.

He freelanced around the city’s press offices, highlighting injustice towards itinerants.

Puxon inhabited his own caravan around the western edges of Dublin City, working with the

Itinerants’ Action Committee to strenuously agitate for the establishment of permanent

camping sites and educational facilities. Such facilities were much-needed in Dublin.

The mass production of tinware and plastics and the mechanization of farming caused an

economic decline in tinsmithing and horse dealing in rural areas from the 1940s onwards.

Many Travellers moved to urban areas, and began to work in recycling waste and dealing scrap.

The first version of Saint Christopher’s was located on Dublin’s western Ring Road near the

Grand Canal. It was built in December 1963 in a field zoned for industrial use, straddled in all

directions by electricity pylons on a site where itinerant families regularly camped. It was the

first school to be built in Ireland by itinerants for their children, despite numerous

unimplemented recommendations from 1960 onwards by the government’s Commission on

Itinerancy. Noted Irish Republican and Marxist activist Peadar O’Donnell (pictured bottom

left) formally opened the school. He said “The greatest reason for hating poverty is because of

what it does to children. It robs them of their rights, and this is particularly true where

education is concerned.”

The ramshackle wooden structure, measuring fifteen by ten feet, was constructed from

materials salvaged from the Red Cow dump and Bill Birmingham’s scrap yard in Bluebell

Lane. It was furnished with battered desks, a wood-burning stove made from an oil drum,

and an earthen floor. Half the roof was blown off by a gale the night before the school’s

opening, and emergency repairs had to be made. Puxon said “We take the view that, by doing

this, we are doing the job the Corporation should have done years ago. This building is in

some ways a pathetic gesture towards the solving of the problem, but it is an important

gesture. At the moment, four national schoolteachers will devote their spare time to teaching

fifty children who are expected to enrol. They cannot all fit into the school at the same time.”

Many children began to learn to write for the first time at Saint Christopher’s, such as the

writing of THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY DOG by eight-year old

Bill Donoghue. Voluntary teachers included John Dillon, an Oxford graduate; his sisters,

Katherine and Elizabeth Dillon, and Sean Sutton, a history student at U.C.D. Classes were

broken into units of ten to fifteen children, and timetabled accordingly for the use of the small

facility. The Montessori method of teaching was adopted, prioritising an emphasis on

self-directed activity by the pupils. One teacher said “they are wonderfully receptive children,

mannerly, good-natured and appreciative.”
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1.TheDepartment of SocialWelfare
referred the letter to Dublin
Corporation, and their SchoolMeals
Scheme. The Corporation replied,
two years later in November 1966,
refusing to extend any benefits.
Corporation minutes of the time
stipulated that food anddrinkwould
only be provided for children
attending national schools. It
suggested an application could again
be made if and when a Traveller
school was accorded the necessary
status by the Department of
Education.

2. Corporation minutes of January
1964 record theCityManager stating
“I am not aware of any sites within
the city limits suitable for itinerant
families.” This policy was restated
throughout the year. November
1964’s minutes record the City
Manager stating“If we provide sites,
wewill attract all the itinerants in the
country – particularly if we are the
first to supply them.”The IrishTimes
records councillor Thomas Poynton
stating “I have no sympathy
whatever with these people, and I
wouldn’t have them in the country.”
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Momentum began to gather. A truck arrived, and dumped a half-ton of scrap iron near

the school with the stipulation that it be sold to raise funds. Palmerstown residents

delivered four parcels of clothing. The school building was re-roofed, with horse dealer

George Farrell giving a new tarpaulin cover for three pounds. It had originally cost him

six pounds. A businessman presented the school with a thousand coloured counters to

help young children learn simple arithmetic. Army private James Smullen of Cabra gave

a complete set of desks. He intended to reassemble the desks into a garden fence, until

he heard about the needs of the school. An appeal in The Irish Times called out for pens,

pencils, chalk, paper, second-hand schoolbooks, an easel for the blackboard, and a bell

to call pupils to class. A letter was sent to the principal officer of the Department of

SocialWelfare from the board of governors of the school requesting a daily delivery of

milk for the pupils attending.1 Legion of Mary nuns decided to visit, and imparted

religious instruction, as all attending were Catholic.

Severe disapproval of the school was expressed by the Irish National Teachers’

Organisation, describing it as “an atrocity.”“These itinerant children,” they observed,

“have no tradition of school going. It is foreign to them.We do not believe that they can

be introduced to it in a haphazard way.”Dublin Corporation also expressed their

concern. “This is a Corporation site for housing,” an official pointed out, “and as a

housing body rather than an educational body we, ourselves, have to honour our

commitments.We look on attempts to solve the tinker problem by taking action which

flouts the law as tantamount to sabotage.”

Before daylight on January 8th 1964, three lorries, two squad cars and two tractors

arrived at the site. Twenty corporation workers with six police, one sergeant and one

housing inspector were prepared to carry out an eviction of thirty families, in twenty

caravans and tents. The Itinerants’ Action Committee had the tidings of this move and

at the gate of the field stood men with placards in picket formation. The workers did

not pass. A temporary truce was agreed on. The picket went back to the camp and lit a

campfire of broken timber. Corporation workers erected a shelter on the roadway and

also lit a campfire. The gardai paced up and down. By midmorning, with a singing and

counting class going on inside Saint Christopher’s, workmen ran a chain around the

building, and began pulling the structure down. The tarpaulin cover was saved from the

roof of the school, and all inside were forced to leave. By noon, all itinerants had left the

site, finding an uneasy resting place on ground some distance up the Ring Road from

the abandoned camp. Police arrived and said that they were to be evicted once more in

the morning. Later, upon returning to the Ballyfermot site to salvage school desks from

Saint Christopher’s, Puxon found the school and its’ contents demolished, and on fire.

The eviction policy continued throughout January. The group were driven on January

15th fromWalkinstown Avenue; two days later from Lansdowne Valley, Inchicore; the

next day from Bluebell Avenue, and from Le Fanu Road on January 23rd. The reason

given by the Corporation was the health hazard posed, not to the itinerants themselves,

but to those in the proximity of their camps.2
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By February, the group squatted on twenty-six acres at Cherry

Orchard. Leading members of the camp such as Mick O’Brien, Joe

O’Donoghue and Frank Gavin again began their work of gathering

scrap and recycling waste material. School classes were held in small

caravans. Puxon launched a plan, involving the establishment of a

settlement on a permanent site, a full welfare programme, a workshop

for the production of itinerant manufactured souvenirs, and a “crash”

education programme involving, if possible, the use of local school

buildings after school hours.3 The possibility of eviction continued to

loom throughout the year, with Ballyfermot Textiles, the owners of the

land, being summoned for allowing an alleged nuisance to continue on

the site. Trenches were dug around the camp, and by the end of 1964

its’ population increased to over three hundred inhabitants, with

twenty eight huts built in-situ. Problems with a steady water supply for

the settlement continued throughout the winter months.

Saint Christopher’s School, version two, was constructed in January

1965, providing education for seventy children onsite.Wooden

packaging cases, used by car importers Lincoln & Nolan, were fetched

out of a landfill at Ringsend and used to form walls. Polythene sheeting

was used for windows and a skylight. Among those teaching at the

school were Frank Leslie, a student teacher attending U.C.D., Anthony

Browne andVenice Manley. Bewley’s café and the Quaker community

supplied lunch each day. Adult classes were initiated and ran in the

evenings. By April the school was extended in size, using materials

sourced from Cummins’ galvanizing works at Inchicore.

With growing publicity for the Traveller situation, the Catholic Church

began a closer involvement with the cause. An appeal on television by

the Rev. Dr.McQuaid, Archbishop of Dublin raised money and the

camp committee put in a request for a bigger school building.

Confident of a positive response, an architect set about designing two

low-cost alternatives.4 One was for a conventional rectangle plan and

the other for a hexagon, with a canvas roof and open interior space. It

would provide a community centre as well as a classroom.However,

the possibility of more illegal building on the Cherry Orchard site

funded by the Church was not likely. Before such matters might have

been resolved, the Itinerant Settlement Committee, a loosely knit

group of clerics and wealthy philanthropists, began to organize buses

to take the pupils at Saint Christopher’s out of Cherry Orchard. Legion

of Mary nuns rounded up children at the campsite, and sent them out

of their by-now familiar surroundings to a Jesuit institution atMilltown.

By the end of 1965 Saint Christopher’s ceased functioning. Grattan

Puxon and dozens of Traveller families left for England in 1966. 5

3. Throughout 1964, under Puxon’s
publicity, the itinerants’ plight was
aired in Italy, France, the United
States and England. Bertrand
Russell, philosopher and advocate
for social reform,wrote a letter from
Wales saying he would be writing to
the Irish authorities.His intervention
provoked a comment reported in
The Irish Times of “We don’t want
British atheists to tell us how to run
our country.” In his letter, Russell
enclosed a cheque for twenty-five
pounds. The money was used to
purchase two oil stoves to heat Saint
Christopher’s, version two.

4.The architect wasmost likelyAlan
Havsteen-Mikkelsen, a Danish
architect then living in Dublin. He
worked on the lobby of the Abbey
Theatre from 1965-66. In later years
Havsteen-Mikkelsen developed
housing projects with Inuit
communities in Alaska and
Greenland.

5. The struggle for the civil rights of
accommodation and education has
continued. Dublin County Council
refused planning permission for a
camp for sixteen families at
Clondalkin in 1966. By 1981, a case
was taken to the Court of Human
Rights in Strasbourg. There,
Traveller woman Roselle McDonald
claimed her constitutional right to
educate children was denied by
being moved constantly without
caravan sites being available. She
sought a ruling that she could not be
evicted unless an alternative site was
provided, and the court ruled in her
favour. By 1996 a National Strategy
for Traveller Accommodation was
drawn up, initiating legislation that
requires local authorities to draw up
five-year plans. Such needs, along
with the assertion of ethnic rights,
continues today in Ireland with
organizations such as Paveepoint
and the Irish Traveller Movement.
Grattan Puxon now helps organize
Dale Farm, the largest Gypsy and
Traveller camp in Europe, in Essex.
The camp’s leader is Richard
Sheridan, a grandson of the late
Mick O’Brien who helped build St.
Christopher’s in Dublin. Basildon
District Council has set aside five
million euro to bulldoze Dale Farm
and drive out over a thousand
inhabitants, almost all of Irish
heritage. The Council notes that the
settlement is located in a greenbelt
zone and lacking planning consent.
Part of this complex is Saint
Christopher’s III, a log cabin
measuring twenty-five by fifteen feet.
It was opened in May 2008 and is
used as a school, youth club and
chapel. A roadway leading into Dale
Farm is already heavily barricaded,
with steel gates, scaffolding towers
and barbed wire.
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